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The Multiple Listing Service industry is one that serves diverse Real Estate demands and 
stakeholder operational requirements. It is commonplace that many assorted correct 
answers exist to a simple question when presented to those stakeholders. In those 
situations, it’s best to listen to all points of views, understand what is being asked and 
discussed, identify the key components, and build consensus on a solution. This is, has 
been, and will continue to be the environment MLSs exist in going forward.  

If you’re like me, you’ve professionally grown up with CMLS and have learned these and 
many other important lessons. You’ve sat in the crowds and heard our learned colleagues 
discuss the important issues of their day and how CMLS has worked to bring minds 
together to highlight understanding and problem solving among the many MLSs across our 
country. Today is no different. As an industry, we sit at the dawn of a new set of challenges 
and opportunities and once again CMLS stands ready to help bring us together and be that 
example of leadership.  

It is for this and many other reasons I am asking for your trust, confidence, and your vote 
for 2018 CMLS President-Elect. If elected, I will strive to continue to bring the MLS industry 
together and lead us to the solutions of tomorrow. Across this industry with many new and 
eager faces, the steady and passionate approach of seasoned MLS operators, and Veteran 
MLS Executives who have given the rest of us goals to endeavor for, I will always seek 
answers to how CMLS can serve your needs, our needs, and the needs of our industry.   

Thank you for your support and I look forward to serving you and CMLS with energy, 
positivity, and a smile. Together, let’s continue to make CMLS the direction for our industry.  
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